Hi Parents,

Meet your son or daughter's "Flat Stanley!" While visiting your home students will be keeping a journal of activities "Stanley" that he or she are involved in. Each "Stanley" has likes, dislikes and special instructions written by your son or daughter. In conjunction with our Flat Stanley each student has selected a state to study and has a pen-pal (in most cases a whole class!) they will be corresponding with. Their "Stanley's," a letter from them, the list of likes, dislikes and special instructions along with their journals will be sent out next week. The class hosting their "Stanley" will be writing in the journal, writing letters and taking good care of "Stanley." Our packages will be going out in manila envelopes Wednesday, January 20th. Please remember to bring all Flat Stanley related materials back to class after his or her weekend with you!!

After our initial correspondence if your son or daughter wishes to keep in touch with the class, or maybe an individual in that class and the other participating teacher is okay with it, I will be happy to provide you with an address. Further, if you wish to carry on the Flat Stanley project at home, perhaps sending your son or daughter’s “Stanley” all over the United States, a great resource is www.flatstanley.com. After creating a user name you have access to teachers, and home school families all over the world that are interested in corresponding. They sky is the limit!

Any donation of postage will be greatly appreciated!!

As always, thank you so much for you support and dedication,